Development of time-efficient and reliable methods for estimating the aeroelastic properties of bridge decks is of major 11 importance for bridge engineers to make wind tunnel testing more productive and less expensive. This paper presents an 12 enhanced and more efficient procedure to identify rational functions and aerodynamic derivatives from wind tunnel tests of 13 section models. The accuracy of the proposed method was investigated for a wedged shaped box section, a rectangular 14 section with B/D 1:10 aspect ratio and a twin deck section. In comparison with the data from standard forced vibration tests, 15 the proposed procedure obtained nearly identical results for the eight most influential aerodynamic derivatives. In the case of 16 the twin deck section, the experimental results show that the aerodynamic derivatives are very sensitive to the motion applied 17
Introduction

24
Self-excited forces are some of the most important environmental loads for slender, long-span bridges and must be treated 25 carefully to ensure a safe design. Self-excited forces, or aeroelastic forces, are wind-induced, motion-dependent forces that 26 can significantly modify the stiffness and damping properties of the combined structure and flow system. This may lead to 27 the occurrence of destructive aeroelastic phenomena, such as flutter or galloping, that can be responsible for the collapse of a 28 bridge (Fuller et al., 2000) . The self-excited forces are commonly described in the frequency domain by aerodynamic 29 derivatives that are functions of reduced velocity and depend on the geometry of the bridge deck (Scanlan and Tomko, 1971) . 30
The aerodynamic derivatives can be identified by means of wind tunnel tests of section models of bridge decks. Compared to 31 the full (Wardlaw, 1980) and taut strip (Scanlan et al., 1997) testing techniques, section model tests has advantages in terms 32 of the scale of the model (Matsuda et al., 2001 ; Zasso et al., 2014) , which implies that the tests can be conducted in wind 33 tunnels of a reasonable size and with lower costs. Therefore, the section model testing technique is an ideal tool for early 34 design. However, the standard methods for estimating aerodynamic derivatives with a use of forced or free vibration setups 35 require testing the section model under several configurations. Each of the state-of-the-art tests provide experimental results 36 for a single reduced velocity, and since it is important to obtain data at a wide range of reduced velocities, several tests at 37 different motion frequencies and velocities are necessary. Moreover, in the past, P i * derivatives describing the self-excited 38 drag, lift and pitching moment due to lateral bridge deck motion were often approximated by applying quasi-steady theory 39 (Boonyapiny et al., 1999; Chen and Kareem, 2003; Jain et al., 1996; Katsuchi et al., 1999; Øiseth et al., 2010) . In contrast, the 40 current trend is to also identify these aerodynamic derivatives, since they can play an important role in the estimation of the 41 flutter speed for some cross sections, as shown in several studies (Sarkar et al., 2004; Singh et al. 1996 ; Zhang and 42 Brownjohn, 2005) . At present, section models are commonly tested with three degrees-of-freedom (DoFs), at several motion 43 frequencies and wind velocities. Furthermore, many experiments need to be performed to obtain the full set of aerodynamic 44 derivatives, increasing the overall time spent in the wind tunnel. This is contradictory to the idea that the section model 45 testing technique should be fast and easy to perform, to investigate several possible bridge deck designs. Therefore, the 46 development of time-efficient and reliable methods for estimating the aerodynamic derivatives and of more productive and 47 
Here, V is the mean wind velocity, ρ represents the air density, B denotes the width of the cross section, K=Bω/V is the 91 reduced frequency of motion, and r x , r z , and r θ are the horizontal, vertical and torsional displacements, respectively. The 92 dimensionless aerodynamic derivatives are depicted by P To describe the self-excited forces in the time domain, the aerodynamic derivatives that are known only at discrete reduced 96 frequencies must be replaced with continuous functions that are suitable for inverse Fourier transforming (Øiseth et al., 97 2012) . In this study, the rational function approximation that originates from the field of aeronautics is used (Karpel, 1981; 98 Roger, 1977) . Eq (2) shows the transfer function for the self-excited forces expressed by means of the rational functions with 99 one lag term to calculate the self-excited forces. One lag term is considered in this study, since is considered to be sufficient 100 for many cross sections , see for instance (Chowdhury and Sarkar, 2005; Neuhaus et al., 2009; Siedziako and Øiseth, 2017 and adding more terms does not improve the results presented in this paper significantly either. It is however, worth to 105 mention that more lag terms can be necessary if one needs to cover a wider reduced velocity range. For the sake of 106 simplicity, this derivation concerns only the lift force; however, similar formulas can be analogously derived for the drag 107 force and pitching moment. The transfer function of the lift force due to vertical motion reads. The same expression has been obtained by Cao and Sarkar (2012) 
The methodology outlined above has been applied successfully for harmonic motions by Cao and Sarkar (2012) . However, 139
we encountered some challenges for the cases we considered, because measurement noise and higher order effects are 140 amplified when taking the derivative of the measured self-excited forces. Filtering the time series after taking the derivative 141 solves this problem when considering single harmonic motion, but it is more challenging to deal with when considering a 142 more general motion. The main reason for the problems observed is the fact that Eq.(9) does not fully hold when the 143 measured self-excited forces depends on the independent variables in a way that cannot be explained by the applied model. Nonlinear Dynamics Using MATLAB File for Grey-Box," 2017). As an initial estimate of ψ the results from the linear 156 regression applying were used. More on identification state space model for the purpose of bridge aerodynamics can be found 157 in (Øiseth, 2015) . 158
Having final estimate of ψ the rational function coefficients can be estimated solving simple system of equations based on 159
Eq. (11). To validate the identification procedure described above, the identified rational functions were converted to 160 aerodynamic derivatives based on transfer function in Eq. (2). The aerodynamic derivatives defining the lift force can be 161 expressed as: 162
The framework presented above was first validated by performing numerical wind tunnel tests of sections with known 164 aerodynamic derivatives and rational function coefficients. Random motion histories was first generated from assumed 165 spectral densities and the self-excited forces was calculated using the known rational functions. The results showed that it 166 was possible to identify the rational coefficients from the simulated time series if the frequency content of the applied motion 167 covered the reduced frequency range and thus the reduced velocity range of interest. 168
3
Experimental procedure The time histories used in this study were generated by Monte Carlo simulations, as described in (2012), standard -Eq. (12) and enhanced identification procedures were used to obtain rational function coefficients. Table 2  227 compares the fits between measured and predicted self-excited forces, when using linear regression and differential equation 228 solver to find vector ψ containing rational function coefficients. The self-excited forces for this example were recorded, 229 when the twin deck section model was subjected to random vibrations (Test 2) at the mean wind velocity of 4 m/s. It can be 230 seen that predictions of all three self-excited force components have been improved when using suggested herein approach to 231 find rational function coefficients. A distinct increase in the prediction accuracy is observed for the self-excited drag, while 232 only a minor one in case of lift and pitch components. This was expected, since the drag force is usually influenced to a 233 larger extend by the noise due to its low magnitude as well as nonlinear contributions (Chen et The correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination between the measured (x i ) and predicted (y i ) n-long signals were 241 calculated using Eq. (14) and (15) 
Aerodynamic derivatives
245
The results presented in this paper have been obtained from the wind tunnel tests at 8 and 10 m/s since we consider these tests 246 to be of highest quality because the self-excited forces are large compared to inertia forces. The velocities are perhaps a bit 247 large if one is interested in the self-excited forces at low mean wind velocities in full scale. The natural frequencies of the 248 first vertical and torsional modes of the Hardanger Bridge are 1 and 2.2 rad/s respectively while the reduced critical flutter 249 velocity is 2.6. The wind tunnel test thus cover the range relevant for buffeting response and flutter analysis in strong winds 250 where the self-excited forces are most relevant. The aerodynamic derivatives obtained using Eq. (13) for the Hardanger 251
Bridge and BD10 section models are presented in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 . The convention proposed by Zasso (1996) , where the 252 aerodynamic derivatives related to the velocities and displacements are multiplied by the reduced frequency and reduced 253 frequency squared, respectively is used since it allows a quantitative evaluation of the performance of the proposed 254 identification method. 255 This can be attributed to the design of the spectra, uniformly distributed along the frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 Hz, 269 used to generate the motion histories; this design emphasizes the importance of the self-excited forces induced at the lower 270 reduced velocities, since reduced velocity is inversely proportional to frequency. It is also interesting to study the results in 271 the reduced velocity range not directly covered by the frequency range of the applied motions, which are below 1.45 and 272 below 0.85 for the Hardanger and BD10 sections respectively. The results show that the identified models preforms well for 273 the most important aerodynamic derivatives also in this range. This can partly be attributed to the fact that only one lag term 274 is sued such that abrupt changes in the curves outside the range covered by the applied motion do not occur. The difficulties 275 in finding the aerodynamic derivatives that define the self-excited drag has already been emphasized in a previous study that 276 used the same experimental setup as herein . Considering the low value of the self-excited drag forceand highly nonlinear behavior of this force component, the results presented here are considered acceptable. Nevertheless, as 278 in the previous studies Xu et al., 2016) , the results strongly indicate that the load model based on the 279 aerodynamic derivatives is not able to reproduce this force component. P 2 * , P 3 * , P 5 * , and P 6 * , that define the self-excited pitch 280 and lift induced by horizontal motion are also more scattered. However, the forces induced by this motion component are 281 smaller than those generated by the heave or rotation by roughly an order of magnitude, and therefore, are of minor 282 importance. 283
The aerodynamic derivatives identified for the twin deck section are displayed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 It is therefore important to emphasize that the differences in the obtained rational function coefficients, and consequently the 294 aerodynamic derivatives, do not result from errors in the identification algorithm described in this paper but it rather indicates 295 that more advanced nonlinear models needs to be applied. There exists several nonlinear models that it is worth to consider, 296 for instance (Diana et. al., 2008; Wu and Kareem, 2014) , but this is considered to be out of the scope of this paper and the 297 twin deck section is therefore not discussed further in this paper. 
Validation of the rational function coefficients 301
It is important to ensure that the identified model describes the self-excited forces well for all of the time series and not just 302 the particular time series used to identify the coefficients. It is therefore necessary to validate the model using validation data 303 that have not been used to determine the coefficients. New sets of motion histories, Test 1 * , Test 2 * , and Test 3 * , were 304 therefore obtained assuming the same spectra as in Tests 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The measured aeroelastic forces induced on 305 the Hardanger Bridge and rectangular BD10 section models were compared with the predicted aeroelastic forces, calculated 306 using the identified rational function coefficients, shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 display selected time  307 series of the measured and predicted self-excited forces induced during execution of the random motion series for the chosen 308 tests , corresponding to the tabularized data with bold font in Table 3 and Table 4 The data presented in Table 3 and Table 4 , show that the self-excited lift and pitch can be closely reproduced using the 329 identified rational function coefficients by applying random motions, when considering different motion histories and 330 different wind conditions. In all performed tests, the correlation coefficient between the measured and predicted aeroelastic 331 lift and pitch is greater than 0.91 and 0.97 for the Hardanger Bridge and rectangular section models, respectively, proving that 332 the identification results are accurate. Achieving so high accuracy for the test at 4 m/s illustrate that the identified models are 333 very robust since this reduced velocity range was not covered by the applied motion and the mean wind velocities in the tests 334 used to determine the coefficients. For the self-excited drag, however, the predictions do not closely match the measurements 335 in most of the performed tests. This can be attributed, in part, to the presence of nonlinear effects, which can dominate the 336 signal, as shown in Xu et al., 2016) , especially when considering the large motion amplitudes 337 such as those forced in Test 3 and Test 3 * . Moreover, the aeroelastic properties that determine the magnitude of the self-338 excited drag are motion-dependent for both the Hardanger Bridge and rectangular section models. It has been shown that byapplying the identification algorithm directly on the considered time series, the predictions of the drag force can drastically 340 improve. This improvement is especially clear during the tests at higher wind speeds in the case of the Hardanger Bridge 341 section model (Fig. 11) and lower wind speeds in the case of the rectangular BD10 section (Fig. 12) , when the self-excited 342 drag behaves mostly linear. However, the self-excited drag is often considered to be of low importance. The aerodynamic 343 derivatives defining this force component are rarely obtained through the wind tunnel tests and are more frequently 344 determined by applying the quasi-steady theory and static load coefficients. Therefore, it is difficult to assess how the 345 nonlinearities of the drag force observed in this study influence the overall behavior of the bridge. 346
5 Conclusion  The approach presented in this study leads to a substantial reduction of the time, resources and in turn costs associated 360 with extracting aerodynamic derivatives and rational functions from wind tunnel test on section models. It should 361 however be noted that an advanced forced vibration setup is required. 362  The identified rational function coefficients were successfully used to predict the self-excited lift and pitch induced during 363 random motions at different wind speeds. However, the self-excited drag was underestimated due to its nonlinear 364 behavior and motion dependency. 365  Nonlinearities in the recorded self-excited forces were observed for all of the examined section models. The drag 366 component experiences significant higher-order contributions that become stronger at lower and higher wind velocities inthe case of the Hardanger Bridge and rectangular sections, respectively. For the twin box girder, not only the drag but also 368 the pitch is prone to nonlinear effects. 369  In this study, the aerodynamic derivatives related to the horizontal motion were captured with lower accuracy, since the 370 forces induced by the horizontal motion herein were of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the forces induced by the 371 vertical or torsional vibrations, and therefore their importance was marginal. It is expected, however, that choosing a 372
proper scaling between the horizontal, vertical and torsional vibrations or that testing each of the DoF's separately will 373 provide a significant improvement in the estimation of the aerodynamic derivatives related to horizontal motion. 374  The assumptions that aerodynamic derivatives are functions of only the reduced velocity and uniquely define the 375 aeroelastic properties of the section model is not valid for the twin deck type geometry tested here, since the aerodynamic 376 derivatives identified for the twin deck section model are clearly motion-dependent. 377 378
